In order to secure their plans, they've got to get their cellular-altering jabs into babies. By getting
them when they're babies, there's no resistance to their mind-control. The moronic parents will
allow it; just like they line up for every experimental jab the puppets tell them to take.

NEW - Pfzer is altering plans and is now testing 3 injections of its #COVID19 jab in
babies and preschoolers. 2 shots didn’t "appear strong enough for some." (Sky News).
People just can't get their heads around the simplist thing – that they've been lied to all of their lives.
The puppet politicians are carrying out the orders of their masters, even though they know they are
complicit in murder. For the mind-controlled, naïve masses, that truth doesn't pierce their veneer.
If people want to kill themselves then there's nothing we can do to stop them. It's their choice to
take these experimental medical procedures. Unfortunately, we can't protect their children either.
More lockdowns equates more small businesses going to the wall and more profits for Bezos...
The Graphene oxide and fluoride laced medical masks continue to nauseate...
Mandatory vaccinations continue to be an affront to free will (informed consent)...
The chips are now going into arms in Sweden (the Mark of the Beast is here)...
Just you wait until their 5g goes full blast...
But don't you worry, you can continue to be optimistic whilst these malevolent elites continue to
forcibly introduce their control weapons upon you.
Slain blood never sleeps so always remember the enemy – it's not just the front men like Gates,
Fauci and Soros; it's all the associates of the Rothchild's cartel. These are the people who have been
making obscene profits from starting World wars and literally laughing at the Human suffering...

It's not about us being optimistic or pessimistic because those biases of the mind leads one away
from realism and into illusion. Therein is part of the problem. We have a society that lives in a kind
of semi-awake illusion and these people are so convinced by all the repeated, hypnotic mantras (the
propaganda) that they can't face up to the realism – the truth!
Many are now marching for the freedom to choose and that's a good thing. The idea that the
'governments know best' is bullshit. The governments know how to control and how to take orders!
The people must understand that although speaking up for themselves is empowering to every
individual who does so; it will not change reality because the elite hierarchy love chaos (they
encourage it) and they will continue with their agenda regardless. After all, we've been through 2
World wars and they haven't been brought to heel.
One has to connect the dots...there's a connection between the fact that the Windsors are not English
and the financing of Hitler by the Rothchilds... War is great for their businesses...
The British people, the German people, the American people and all the other nations involved; all
got played by these nefarious elites who financed both sides. War is just a racket!
We're in WW3 now and it's a different kind of war – viruses (bio-weapons), vaccines (bioweapons), 5g 6g 7g (bio-weapons), Fluoride (bio-weapon), chem-spraying (bio-weapons), gmo
foods (bio-weapons), micro-chips (bio-weapons) etc. The 2 sides to this war? The same 2 sides in
the other World wars – a handful of elite families versus the common people.
You think Churchill was a hero of the British people? He was a Rothchild's puppet! When is
everyone going to wake up and face the truth? These elites are in the process of radically
depopulating the planet to suit their own agenda. They don't care about Human life! They have no
Souls. They care only about power, money and control...
There's glimmers of hope: Switzerland will hold referendum on outlawing the
introduction of mandatory vaccinations... but how will they vote? Are the Swiss any
less mind-controlled than the rest of the World? I doubt it.
Mind-control is pervasive and it's the biggest secret in this World. Beliefs are formed around
repetitive propaganda coming through elite-owned mainstream media. There are a few
organisations who are fighting to get the truth out – here is one of them:
https://www.globalresearch.ca/news
To finish I'd just like to repeat something that runs as a thread through all of my books:
Your destiny in this World is down to the decisions you make. Your destiny thereafter is related to
the decisions you make. You are deciding all the time. Consciousness is everything. What you think
matters. What you do can bind you and it can even cripple your Soul.
A Micro-chip in your arm to let you in your place of work and dispence you a coke from the
vending machine, sounds great. The half a billion modern-hybrids will be able to eat in a fashion.
But they'll have their minds in the cloud and they'll have no empathy. Do you want that future for
yourself and for your children?
And when you pop out the other side, are you still going to follow the herd into the Light trap? You
will decide. You will either enslave yourself or free yourself – you're doing it right now! Gary Bate.

